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4-H FASHION SHOW ENTRY INFORMATION SF25  

______ 

Name 

Phonetic Pronunciation of Name 

County Polk ______ 

Address ______________________________________ 

City/State/Zip _________________________________ 

Phone _______________________________________ 

Email ________________________________________ 

Project modeling in:  Beyond the Needle STEAM 2 
(Circle ONE) 

STEAM 3 Knitting/Crochet 

If your outfit is at least 60% wool, check here _______      

As you model your outfit a one minute or less narration will be read. Please write a script about you and your outfit.  
NOTE: The judge will see this – the purpose is to help the judge make an informed decision about your outfit.  Please 
emphasize fashion trends, where you intend on wearing the garment, not a detailed description of your outfit.  
Include in your script, one new experience you had while selecting/constructing/modeling your outfit.
 (Feel free to attach narration on a separate paper.)

Fabric swatches are an important aide to the judge.  Please attach fabric swatches below. 
Fabric swatch #1: 
Fiber Content (if known): 
Item of Clothing Used For: 

Fabric swatch #2: 
Fiber Content (if known): 
Item of Clothing Used For: 

Fabric swatch #3: 
Fiber Content (if known): 
Item of Clothing Used For: 

 

Rev 7/20 

PHOTO 
Please attach a photo of you wearing the outfit. 

(print, digital, or photocopy is acceptable) 

Please sign up for a modeling time slot here: 
https://go.unl.edu/clothingquiltmodeling 

https://go.unl.edu/clothingquiltmodeling


SAMPLE MODELING NARRATIONS 

Here are a few examples of how to write a narration. Depending on how difficult your 
sewing project is, the more detail you add.  

BEYOND THE NEEDLE 
Franny 4-H is wearing a bright painted shirt she made with decorated capris and gem 
stones made flip flops. Franny  likes the bright colors and casual feel of this outfit. 
Franny will have a great time looking like a gem in her Decorate Your Duds clothing! 
Great job, Franny! 

CLOTHING LEVEL 1 
Doesn’t SuzyQ look lovely in her white cotton skirt dotted with turquoise and brown 
flowers? SuzyQ’s summer skirt is made from 100% cotton and is accented with a 
decorative fringe that she chose to adorn the hem of her skirt. SuzyQ accented her look 
by making a drawstring purse made of the same fabric as her skirt and beading a 
bracelet and necklace in her spare time. To finish SuzyQ’s ensemble, she is wearing a 
light summer tanktop, very comfortable flip flops and her cute drawstring purse to hold 
her personal belongings. SuzyQ looks as though she is ready to enjoy a smoothie with 
friends on a warm summer afternoon. 

SHOPPING IN STYLE 

Polk County Patty is wearing her new favorite outfit she purchased for the 4-H 
Shopping in Style Project.   Polk County Patty, with the help of her mom, decided that 
selecting and purchasing an outfit on-line would be a new challenge that Polk County 
Patty thought would be a lot of fun.  From the beginning Polk County Patty could see 
that selecting an outfit would be easy with all the bargains available this time of year.   
Polk County Patty’s first choice was her camouflage colored belted cargo capris, in the 
colors of brown and green.  Originally these capris cost $17.50, but were now on 
clearance for $7.50.  Polk County Patty found two rib-knit tank tops to match in green 
and brown that were now only $5.00 a piece adding another $3.00 to her savings.  And 
what outfit wouldn’t be complete without a new pair of brown flip/flops for only $2.00.   
Polk County Patty had a great time shopping on-line and saved a lot of money.  Polk 
County Patty’s entire outfit cost her $19.50 on sale, ordering on-line a few months ago 
the outfit would have cost her $34.00. Polk County Patty will look great is this outfit 
when she wears it to school, on vacation, and of course when she goes shopping at the 
mall. 
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